Using an ll-GeV bremsstrahlung beam and the SLAC ZO-GeV spectrometer, we have measured K' missing mass spectra from hydrogen and deuterium at five angles with momentum transfer squared ranging from 0.025 to O-46 GeV2. Steps in the spectra as a function of missing mass were found corresponding to production of A, c, cl,,, + A,,,,, and A,,,,.
The differential cross section for rp -+ K+A, rp --) K+c", +YP ---* K+(Cy335 + Ay,405) 9 w -+ K+A1520, P -+ K+C-, and -+I --) K+c ;385 have been measured at a photon energy of 11 GeV for forward K+ angles. The method and apparatus used are similar to that used previously to measure single r and K photoproduction. ' An ll-GeV bremsstrahlung beam passing through a 27-cm liquid hydrogen or liquid deuterium target produced K+ mesons which were detected in the SLAC 20-GeV spectrometer.
Particle detectors included two Eerenkov counters, a shower counter, and range counters to separate K+ mesons from pions, protons, positrons, and muons. The spectrometer acceptance was divided into 20 missing mass bins by use of scintillation counter hodoscopes.
To obtain data over a range of missing mass and to average out systematic errors in the relative solid angles of the mass bins, the data were accumulated by a series of many runs with a central spectrometer momentum spacing of one bin width. In this way, data points in the missing mass spectrum could be accumulated having an equal contribution from each hodoscope bin. For each event, the missing mass was calculated using the end point of the bremsstrahlung E. as the photon energy 0 An event will therefore be tabulated at a mass greater than the actual mass produced in the reaction by an amount proportional to E. -k, where k is the actual photon energy. The yield thus obtained then has steps, reflecting the bremsstrahlung spectrum shape, at missing mass values corresponding to particles produced in association with the detected K'.
A spectrum obtained from hydrogen with empty target subtracted is shown in Fig. lb . Fits to the missing mass spectra were made, using the sum of phase space and four steps. The relative positions of the steps were fixed from the known masses of the A, c, A1520, and the average mass of ~l385 and A14o5. Cross sections obtained from the hydrogen data are shown in Table I and 3. The ratio of production from deuterium to production from hydrogen. 
